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Outline: a tour of how NLP has leveraged unstructured 
data, unsupervised learning, and transfer learning to 
extract information from patient records

1. Supervised models for clear outcomes using structured data
2. Supervised models for clear outcomes using unstructured data
3. Supervised models for unclear outcomes using unstructured data
4. Supervised models for unclear outcomes using pre-trained unstructured data
5. Unsupervised models for unclear outcomes using pre-trained unstructured data



Real world trials using supervised 
learning on structured data



But can we go deeper?

Can we also use unstructured data (>80% of data*)

*Hyoun-Joong Kong Managing Unstructured Big Data in Healthcare System. Healthc Inform Res. 2019 Jan; 25(1): 1–
2.cdoi: 10.4258/hir.2019.25.1.1



Survival prognosis with deep learning of 
structured variables AND clinical notes

• 1, 390, 032 provider notes

• 12 ,876 ,137 lab values (200 most common labs)

• 1 ,451, 740 vital signs

• 357, 981 diagnoses (500 most common codes)

• 1 ,162 ,164 procedures (500 most common codes)

• 1 ,834 ,477 medication orders (500 most common 
meds)



But what if the outcome is not self-labeled?

Can we predict ill-defined events like cancer 
progression or treatment response?



ConvNet-based architecture on clinical 
text can detect cancer outcomes 



What if we wanted to understand the words in 
clinical notes?

Can semantic understanding of increase 
performance and/or improve interpretability?



A primer on word embeddings
“You shall know a word by the company it keeps”

Mikolov et al. 2011 (Word2Vec) Guillaume Desagulier tutorial 
https://corpling.hypotheses.org/495



Combining semantic map with word 
embeddings increases interpretability



What if we do not even know what the labels 
are?

Can labels be extracted from unlabeled text?



Significant resources used to track radiation oncology research

”At the start of fiscal year 2013 we extracted 
records for 952 individual grants, which were 
active at the time of analysis from the NIH 
database…Our analysis identified 197 grants 
in radiation oncology. ” “The first was…to congress about actual radiation 

oncology funding levels; the second was a review of the 
publicly available grant system database…To 
differentiate biological research from clinical trials and 
physics research, all radiation oncology grants….were 
hand-curated, separating the biology grants from the 
clinical and physics grants. Further, the biology grants 
were then subdivided by research topic.”

2013 2014 2017

Of the grants submitted…a significant number of
grants were categorized as “unknown.”



What ideas/topics/themes are being funded by 
NCI in Dept. of Radiology or Radiation Oncology?

Beidler/Nguyen et al., in prep



Methods/results
-7k grant abstracts converted to 
BioWordVec embeddings (trained on 
biomedical+clinical data)

-clustered using combined hierarchical/K-
means clustering

-used k=15 centroids (per elbow plot of 
clustering performance) and k=60 (more 
realistic)

-manual validated ~5% of grants over 4 
raters (different training level) with good 
concordance



5-7k abstracts15 domains

• 3 fastest growing (15 topics):
• (0) MRI Treatment response
• (1) Mechanisms of therapy resistance
• (2) Targeted therapies

• 3 slowest growing (15 topics):
• (14) Breast screening
• (13) Pharmacological pathways
• (12) Tumorigenesis and resistance mechanisms

Beidler/Nguyen et al., in prep



5-7k abstracts->60 
domains

• 3 fastest growing (60 topics):
• (0) Imaging Biomarkers
• (1) AI Decision Support & Imaging 

software
• (2) Radio-pharmaceuticals

• 3 slowest growing (60 topics):
• (59) Breast cancer CAD
• (58) Multimodal Imaging R&D
• (57) Stress Response



Manual validation shows reasonable concordance 
between human and machines
Not shown: experience level correlates with concordance



Grants wrongly labelled by the algorithm tended to be 
further from centroid



Funding topics have “emerged” and “disappeared” in 
last 20 years



Limitations

● Grants further away from the centroid may not seem like they belong
● If new data is entered, the new optimal clustering may appear different
● 1 grant : 1 topic



If a clinical model performs great but never affects 
patients, is it a useful model?
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